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Tall bearded iris MARKET ORDER

INTRODUCTION
Welcome to our 2018 online catalogue in which we offer a range of new tall bearded iris from John Taylor, plus a
wide selection of the latest and best iris from around the world. A printed catalogue is also available, while stocks
last. The printed catalogue is an abbreviated version of the online catalogue. The printed catalogue features all the
photos included in the online catalogue plus some additional garden shots.
We have had a very exciting 2017/2018 including receiving many awards for our iris. TB OUR MAN BUCK won
the 2017 Dykes Medal. That makes 20 Dykes Medal wins for Graeme! The Alan Johnson Medal (best Bearded Iris
in the NSW Region trial garden) was given to John's TB Seedling 14L41-1 (BOYD X TREASURED) and PCNI
Seedling 14-202 won the Gordon Loveridge Medal (best Beardless Iris in the NSW Region trial garden). Awards
of Merit were received for TBs FOR ONE NIGHT, MAGICAL CHARACTERS, NEW YEARS KISS. Tay won
awards with GRAPETIZER, COAL FACE and EDGE OF PARADISE at the annual ISA show 2017.
We are also excited with the many new iris we have imported over the last few years from the US and now have growing on. Some appear in this year's catalogue and others will be released over coming years.
Due to the positive response from last years catalogue we have again included a selection of Spuria Iris. Spuria iris
are magnificent garden subjects and we strongly recommend them to you. Also, while not listed in the catalogue we
continue to sell lots of Louisiana iris. We have replanted all the Louisiana Iris but for this year we will only be selling
Louisianas as collections of mixed colours (all labelled and named) at $10 per plant. See page 34.
The NSW Region of the Iris Society of Australia will hold its 2018 Annual Show on Saturday and Sunday 20th/21st
October 2018 between 11am and 4pm on Saturday and between 9am and 3pm on Sunday at the BLACKHEATH
COMMUNITY HALL, Great Western Highway, BLACKHEATH. We will be there with a stall selling bare
rooted TBs and potted Californian Iris.
The MILLTHORPE GARDEN RAMBLE for 2018 will include EIDOLIA PARK in the 10 featured gardens for
the year. 10am to 4pm Saturday 3rd and Sunday 4th of November 2018. Tickets are $25 for all 10 gardens. This
will be the only weekend that EIDOLIA PARK is open. Don't miss the opportunity to see all the newly renovated
areas that have evolved over the last couple of years. Visit Sharon in the shed to receive the new 2019 catalogue and
see the flower display and purchase Tall Bearded and Californian Iris at weekend special prices.
John's garden EIDOLIA PARK was also featured in the spring edition of CENTRAL WEST LIFESTYLE MAGAZINE - "SPECTACULAR GARDENS MILLTHORPE". This gives you an impressive overview of what you can
see on Ramble Weekend.
We are also looking forward to having a stall at the 2019 Collectors Plant Fair at HAWKESBURY Racecourse. For
more details visit www.collectorsplantfair.com
We hope you enjoy our new catalogue and we look forward to seeing you in the spring.
Sharon and Scott Drinkwater
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BEARDED IRIS

Notes on Culture
Bearded iris (tall bearded, medians and dwarfs) are hardy perennials grown from rhizomes. They are
ideal plants for the southern states (VIC, TAS, SA), inland and high country areas of NSW and QLD,
coastal NSW south of the central coast and Southern WA. They are not well suited to northern coastal
NSW or coastal Queensland.
Bearded iris like cold winters and fertile, alkaline soil. Bearded iris should be planted in open positions
that get as much sun as possible. Avoid the use of animal manures near the rhizomes as this may induce
rot. We incorporate a small handful of an 8-9 month slow release fertilizer at planting time. Rhizomes
are best planted 30cm-50cm apart and such that the top of the rhizome is at ground level. For best results,
planting should be done between November and April but bearded iris can be moved at any time of the
year without risk of loss. Clumps should be lifted and divided every 3-4 years.
Once planted the rhizomes should be well watered in for about three weeks to a month and then treated
as a normal garden plant.
Bearded iris are classified according to height of bloom spikes and bloom period. Dwarfs grow to a
maximum height of 40cm, medians from 41cm-70cm and tall beardeds are above 70cm in height. The
dwarfs flower first followed by the medians with the talls the last to flower. Tall beardeds can be chosen
for their successful cultivation in the Sydney district.
The time of bloom indicated in the descriptions in this catalogue is when they bloom for us and height
of spike is approximate for our growing conditions. Whether a variety reblooms is also based on our
experience. There will be variation from area to area and garden to garden.

TALL BEARDED IRIS - New Releases
CIRCLE OF LOVE (Taylor 2019 J6-2 E-M
90cm) Standards are white, as are the falls that
are edged with a blue-violet. Beards are white.
Slight fragrance. This iris is fantastic on all levels,
with form a standout. Wonderful branching makes
this a sure show winner. (PERFECT UNION X
QUEEN'S CIRCLE)
$60
DECADENT PARTY (Taylor 209 12J11-1 E-M
90cm) Standards are blue with a lighter edge, style
arms are blue violet. The falls are white with a
blue-violet edge with darker hafts. Beards are pale

DIVIDE AND RULE
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blue tipped mustard. Quick increaser. From a cross
which makes this a serious hybridizer's dream.
(PARTY'S OVER X DECADENCE)
$50
DIVIDE AND RULE (Taylor 2019 12J23-1 M
90cm) Standards are white with a slight violet flush
with white style arms. The falls are wine, edged
lighter with tangerine tipped white beards. Great
colour combination. Bred from two self coloured
iris of distinction this near amoena has tremendous
breeding potential. (WINE FROM THE VINE X
LYZ TAYLOR )
$50

FULL MOON PARTY

FULL MOON PARTY (Taylor 2019 13L109-1
VE-E 90cm) Standards, style arms and falls are
all yellow. Falls have a white blaze below the
yellow beard. Full Moon Party is very early, often
being the first T.B to bloom. The multiple buds
and superb bud placement ensure a neaqr perfect
exhibition iris for an early show. Strong grower
and quick to increase.(AUSTAR GLOW SIB X
DANCING IN LEMON)
$60
IMELDA'S SECRET (Taylor 2019 14L6-1 M-L
105cm) Standards are very pale mauve-white with
matching style arms. The falls are very pale mauvewhite with slightly darker hafts. Beards are white
tipped orange. A very pretty iris. Great growth, and
quick to multiply this delightful pastel produces
excellent show spikes. (ADLEMI X RITE OF
PASSAGE)
$60
JANE'S PERSUASION (Grosvenor 2019 F541 M 92cm) Standards are blue-violet with laced
edges. The falls have a paler centre with the same
laced edge. Nice red beards pop against the colour
of violet. A pronounced fragrance. This iris has its
great growth inherited from its parent ADLEMI.It
produces quality show spikes (SAFARI SUNSET
X ADLEMI)
`$45
KYLIE AND I (Taylor 2019 I29-3 E-M 90cm)
Yellow self including the beards. Sweet fragrance.
Lacy standards and great balance ensure quality
flowers on healthy plants.Very bright and lovely.
(FORBIDDEN FRUIT X AUSTAR PINK) X
DANCING IN PINK
$55
LUCY MY LOVE (Taylor 2019 14L22-1 VE-M
105cm) Standards and style arms are apricot. Falls
are white ground, yellow blending to apricot edge.
Beards are tangerine. Exceptional form and vibrant
colour make this a garden standout and one of our
favourites. Great show potential for a early show.
(BARBARA MY LOVE X ADLEMI)
$65

LUCY MY LOVE

IMELDA'S SECRET

JANE'S PERSUASION

KYLIE AND I
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MAGICAL TREASURE

MAGICAL TREASURE (Taylor 2019 14L257-1
M-L 105cm) Standards are yellow with an apricotpink infusion, style arms are apricot-pink. Falls are
white with apricot -yellow at hafts, a pale yellow
edge with tangerine beards. Slight fragrance. The
clarity of colour ensures this a garden standout.
Lots of buds and show spikes. (MAGICAL
MOONLIGHT X SILENT SCREEN STAR) $50
MARKET ORDER (Taylor 2019 14LD39-1 M
88cm) Standards and style arms are peach-pink.
Falls are similar with a lighter area enhancing the
tangerine red beards. Form is immaculate and the
champion show spikes abound on thid vigorous
grower. One of th best in not THE best iris we
have produced. However, it is untried outside the
home garden. Bred from tow of Joe Ghio's best
iris - Joe would be proud. (BOWLED OVER X
TREASURED)
$75
MOONLIT MAGIC (Taylor 2019 J9-2 M 85cm)
Standards are buff with a violet infusion at the
midribs, the style arms are buff with a violet
stigmatic lip. The falls are buff with darker hafts
and edge. Bright tangerine beards highlight a
wonderful flower. Beautifully ruffled. Growth is
quick. (MAGICAL MOONLIGHT X SILENT
SCREEN STAR)
$55
NIGHT ON THE TOWN (Grosvenor 2018 D1304-1B E 100cm) Standards are very dark purple
with purple falls, darker near the edge. Beards are
brown tipped purple. This is a superb iris from
Graeme which has been overlooked in preparing
catalogues and should now be released. It is quality
all the way with colour, form, balance and growth
to justify its late inclusion in our offerings. One of
the best! (ENNOBLE X DIABOLIQUE)
$45

MARKET ORDER

MOONLIT MAGIC
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NIGHT ON THE TOWN

SEVEN THE BLACK (Grosvenor 2019 D75-1 M
85cm) Standards are dark purple black. Falls are
darker black-purple with a textured sheen. Very
dark purple beards. A slight sweet fragrance.Another outstanding iris that we should have released
earlier, better late than never! It makes a wonderful
dark show in the garden. (PETER'S VIRGINIA X
DIABOLIQUE)
$50
SWEET CAROLINE (Taylor 2019 I6-4 M 91cm)
Standards are rose-tan and have a violet blend,
style ares are apricot-tan with darker lines. The
falls are rose-burgundy-red with bronze-yellow
beards. It is a colourful garden iris, bright but
not gaudy. Easy grower with plenty of buds.
(LOUISA'S SONG X BRIGHT MIA)
$55
TREASURED PRESENT (Taylor 2019 14L581 E-M 100cm) Standards are greyed violet with
darker violet midrib. Style arms are greyed violet. Falls are pale greyed violet with violet and
tangerine beards. Slight fragrance. Very beautiful
and unusual colour. Treasured has been one of our
best parents and this is a lovely pastel which is
very bright despite its colour description. Excellent form and balance, quality spikes and good
growth and vigour. (CHRISTMAS PRESENT X
TREASURED)
$60
WENDEL (Taylor 2019 Z29-003 M 86cm) This
excellent garden iris is a dark purple-black self with
matching beards. It is a good grower that produces
a mass of dark flowers to enhance the paler colours.
(NIGHT GAME X HELLO DARKNESS) $50

SEVEN THE BLACK
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WENDEL
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TALL BEARDED IRIS
General listing

ADMIRALTY HOUSE

ADVANCE TO GO
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ACCESSIBLE (Ghio’07 E-M 91cm) Standards
are red violet with velvety black falls. Falls have
a red-violet rim and brick red beards.
$16
ACTION PACKED (Black ’11 M-L 91cm) White
standards washed light tan-gold, prominent medium wine veining from edge inward to midribs,
medium wine rim, purple black falls.
$22
ADMIRALTY HOUSE (Grosvenor’15 E-M
85cm) Mid to dark blue booms are wide and well
formed on well budded and branched spikes. $18
ADVANCE TO GO (Blyth '11 M-L 102cm)
Standards are white with a slight lavender edge.
Falls are blue with a white star burst below orangeyellow beards. Very nice ruffles.
$32
ALL ABOUT IMELDA (Taylor '18 M 95cm)
Standards and style arms are a smooth rosy violet.

ALL ABOUT IMELDA

ALL ABOUT SPRING
Falls are a wine violet with the lighter violet of
the standards' edge. Beards are a nice contrast of
white with yellow/orange tips. Laced edges over
the rolling ruffles finish this standout iris off. $44
ALL ABOUT SPRING (Kerr ’05 M-L 91cm)
Lilac standards with a yellow edge widening and
becoming more gold. Falls are lilac, narrow yellow
edge. Fancy.
$14
ALL NIGHT LONG (Duncan'05 L 79cm) A
dark purple-black self. Ruffled with a sweet fragrance.
$22
ALPINE BUTTERFLY (Blyth ’08 M-L 102cm)
White standards have a soft violet midrib. Falls
are pastel lavender with violet hafts.
$14
ALPINE HARMONY (Blyth’07 E-M 91cm)
White standards, slightly lemon at midrib. Bright
lemon-yellow falls. Nicely ruffled.
$22
AMOROUS HEART (Blyth'10 M-L 102cm)
Pastel pink to creamy pink, some deeper pink
blending or wash on falls. Very beautiful. $32

AMOROUS HEART

ALL NIGHT LONG
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ANCIENT SECRETS

ANYTIME NOW

ARE WE IN LOVE
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ANOTHER WOMAN
ANCIENT SECRETS (Blyth'09 E-M 89cm)
Beige violet standards, deeper at midribs. Light
golden brown over yellow falls, deeper at hafts.
Both unusual and beautiful.
$32
ANOTHER WOMAN (Blyth ’08 VVE 97cm)
Lilac mauve standards are ruffled and lacy. Falls
of cattleya magenta edged lilac mauve. Ruffled,
flared and fluted.
$14
ANYTIME NOW (Taylor '17 M-L 80cm) Blue
violet blended stds, buff yellow styles with violet
stigmatic lip and yellow falls with a large central
violet area, veined blue. Vigorous.
$44
ARE WE IN LOVE (Blyth’11 M 94cm) Peach to
peach pink standards. Soft pastel pink falls with an
area of blended violet lines in the centre, tangerine
red beards. Bubble ruffled blooms.
$24
ART HOUSE (Blyth’08 M 89cm) Icy blue stds,
with falls an ice blue overlaid deeper blue merging
at edges to soft plum-brown. White area across
petal. Yellow chevron below beards. Wow!! $28

ART HOUSE

AUDACIOUS AMBER
AUDACIOUS AMBER (Blyth’08 M 89cm)
Amber coffee blended standards over falls of the
same colour, burnt tangerine beards. Exquisite
ruffled flowers, very fragrant.
$14
AURELIE (Cayeux’02 M 90cm) White tinted
lavender stds. on top of purple edged falls with a
white central area and red beards. Nice.
$12
AUTUMN RING (Sutton ’09 M-L 81cm) Standards are primrose yellow veined white with a slight
white edge. Falls are white with a red-purple,
yellow and brown rim. Beards are white tipped
yellow. Ruffled with a slight spicy fragrance. $24
BABY I LOVE YOU (Black’12 M-L 89cm) Icy
white stds with a gold flush over base. Falls are
olive-green chartreuse. White patch below white
tipped orange beards and a white band. Ruffled
bloom on quality spikes.
$28
BALTIC SEA (Johnson’08 L 97cm) Standards,
style arms and falls are medium marine blue with
soft cream beards. Heavily ruffled, fragrant. $16

BALTIC SEA

AURALIE

AUTUMN RING

BABY I LOVE YOU
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BAMBOO SHADOWS

BARBARA MY LOVE

BE ORIGINAL
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BANNOCKBURN
BAMBOO SHADOWS (Keppel '06 M 97cm)
Absinthe yellow standards and falls. A pale hazy
violet below beards, hafts are antique gold shaded
chestnut. Beautifully rounded.
$32
BANNOCKBURN(Grosvenor’13 L 94cm)
Lemon stds, darker at the top, have a violet infusion around the midrib. Falls are varied lemon over
white. Beards are yellow tipped white.
$14
BARBARA MY LOVE (Maryott ’99 M 91cm)
Salmon-pink standards, white falls with a spanishorange band and yellow beards. Nice.
$12
BE ORIGINAL (Ghio ’08 E-M-L 84cm) Stds are
apricot deepening at the centre & midrib. Falls are
white with an orchid band and red beards. $18
BEAUTY BECOMES HER (Black ’10 M-VL
107cm) Standards and style arms are medium
dark yellow. Falls are yellow blending to medium
yellow edge. Yellow beards. Musky fragrance. $24

BEAUTY BECOMES HER

BEAUTY SCHOOL
BEAUTY SCHOOL (Blyth'11 M-L 91cm)Silverlilac standards, light cattleya red-violet falls,
deeper at the ruffled edge. Narrow silver lilac rim.
Fantastic.
$34
BETTER THAN BUTTER (Black ’10 E-M-L
104cm) White standards edged yellow. Falls are
medium yellow with a brighter edge. Beards are
yellow tipped tangerine. Showy and pretty. $18
BIRTHDAY GIRL (Keppel ’04 M-L 86cm) Peach
standards flushed buff with buff style arms. Falls
are blended capucine buff with buff pink shoulders.
Beautifully ruffled.
$32
BLACK PHANTOM (Maryott ’01 M 95cm) Dark
purple black self, slightly bitoned. Quality iris in
all aspects. Excellent strong growth.
$14
BLACKALICIOUS (Schreiner ’06 M-L 94cm)
Black self with a touch of yellow in the throat of
the beard. Superb!
$18

BLACKALICIOUS
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BLACK PHANTOM
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BLAKE'S ACHEY HEART

BOWLED OVER

BOYD
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BLUE TRILL
BLAKE'S ACHEY HEART (Grosvenor’13 ML 87cm ) Standards are pale blue with pale blue
style arms tipped yellow. Falls are blue violet with
burnished tan hafts and fine tan veins. Makes a very
impressive clump.
$18
BLUE TRILL (Black ’10 E-M-L 99cm) Standards
and style arms are medium sky blue. Falls are pale
sky blue. Beards are medium blue. Pronounced
sweet fragrance. Beautiful.
$16
BOWLED OVER (Ghio ’05 M-L 91cm) Coral
pink standards, over orchid pink falls. Beautifully
ruffled blooms with lots of buds. Red beards. $22
BOYD (Grosvenor ’14 E-M 95cm) Gorgeous
apricot, slightly bitoned with darker falls and
tangerine based beards tipped white. It has a slight
spicy fragrance and is beautifully ruffled.
$20
BRACKEN RIDGE (Grosvenor ’12 M-L 93cm)
Apricot with a peach edge and blending darker
peach at the base. Falls are apricot overlaid mauvepink, darker towards the edge. Red beards. $16

BRACKEN RIDGE

BRAZILIAN ART
BRAZILIAN ART (Keppel’08 M-L 81cm) Apricot standards with yellow style arms. Falls are
apricot with a wide ruby band. Orange beards. $18
BRILLIANT DISGUISE (Johnson’08 M 91cm)
Vibrant apricot-orange standards and orange style
arms. Falls are velvety dark maroon-black, beards
are fiery orange. Great colour combination. $24
BRILLIANT IDEA (Keppel ’08 M 91cm) Blue
white standards with white style arms. White
falls with a wide blue shaded edge. Bright yellow
beards. Large flowers.
$18
BROKEN HEART (Johnson'06 M-L 109cm)
Buff pink standards, rib flushed violet, smooth
buff peach falls blending to blue-violet then to red
violet. Standout burnt orange beards. Fancy! $34
BRONZED WARRIOR (Kerr'12 M 97cm) Terracotta orange standards infused darker from base.
Orange falls overlaid magnolia purple heavily
imperial purple to 1/2''orange edge. Very fancy
iris.
$34

BRONZED WARRIOR
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BROKEN HEART
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BUBBLES GALORE

BUBBLING WAVES
BUBBLES GALORE (Ghio ’02 E-L 90cm)
Quality tall, large flowered and ruffled white self.
Strong growth. Multi-budded.
$12
BUBBLING WAVES (Ghio’05 EV-E 97cm) Clear
medium blue self with cream tipped white beards.
Classic Ghio form.
$18
BURSTING BUBBLES (Ghio’01 E-M 89cm)
Superb! Wide, ruffled, true medium pink self with
tangerine beards. Quality, early flowering. $12
CADIA (Grosvenor ’15 M 100cm) White falls
with a wide solid band of mid blue and a blue spear
below yellow beads tipped white. Very vigorous
and multi budded stems.
$28
CAFE VIVA (Blyth ’10 M-L 91cm) White
standards with medium violet falls, blending to
lavender blue edge. Large white star burst coming
1/2 way down. Fragrant.
$20

BURSTING BUBBLES

CADIA
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CAFE VIVA

CAMEO MINX
CAMEO MINX (Blyth ’10 E-M 91cm) Pastel
pink standards infused cream. Soft pastel lilac over
creamy white falls with edge of soft lavender pink.
Beautiful.
$32
CANDY COLOURS (Blyth ’08 M 86cm) Standards are coral orange. Falls are coral orange overlaid creamy apricot with a large violet flash beside
and below orange beards. Ruffled and flared. $16
CAPE PERTETUA (Schreiner ’06 M-L 94cm)
Beautiful light blue self with yellow beards. Very
pretty and lacy.
$32
CAPTAIN THUNDERBOLT (Blyth '11 E-M
91cm) Violet standards over purple falls. White
lined markings at hafts with an edge the same
colour as the stds. This is a new standout! $20
CARAMEL DREAM (Sutton'07 E-M 84cm)
Butter-yellow standards veined white. Bronzed
yellow falls with butter-yellow edge. Lovely! $32

CARAMEL DREAM

CANDY COLOURS

CAPE PERTETUA

CAPTAIN THUNDERBOLT
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CARMEL NILAND

CATWALK

CELEBRITY SQUARE
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CAST OF CHARACTERS
CARMEL NILAND (Grosvenor ’15 M 92cm)
Light pink stds sit atop light blue falls with a paler
rim, pink hafts and red beards. Good growth. $32
CAST OF CHARACTERS (Ghio ’01 E-M 99cm)
Beautiful tall growing spikes with gorgeous ruffled
blooms, deep rose in the standards, blue-pink in
the falls. Excellent growth. Quality.
$12
CATWALK (Blyth ’10 M-L 91cm) Ruffled honeycomb standards over red-burgundy falls. Striking colour combination. Has that 'wow' factor.$18
CELEBRITY SQUARE (Grosvenor ’16 E-M
90cm) Slightly bitoned melon pink to apricot with
stds pink and falls with darker hafts, white centre
and melon edges. Red beards, violet horns. $30
CENTRE LINE (Johnson ’11 M 91cm) Creamypink standards and ruffled falls washed red-violet
with red-purple veining. Orange-red beards. $32
CHAMPAGNE JOURNEY (Blyth’11 M 89cm)
Cream standards flushed pastel olive green, laven

CENTRE LINE

CHAMPAGNE JOURNEY
der blue falls lightening toward edge, green olive
flush around yellow-cream beards.
$20
CHEAP FRILLS (Black ’09 E-M-L 97cm)
Standards are buff peach, darker towards the edge.
Falls are white with light cinnamon washed hafts
and plicata band.
$12
CHESTNUTS ROASTING (Blyth ’10 M-L 87
cm) Chestnut brown with a red-brown overlay on
the falls. Heavily ruffled blooms.
$14
CIRCLE OF LIGHT (Black ’09 M-VL 99cm)
Standards are white with violet blue sanded plicata
veins blending to solid dark indigo. Falls have
a white V patch around beards and are heavily
washed and veined violet blue becoming solid
dark indigo. Slightly lighter purple edge.
$20
CLIMACTIC (Grosvenor ’11 M 90cm) White
blended blue violet standards over white falls
with a fine blue violet edge and red beards. Lots
of ruffled blooms on well branched spikes. $14

CLIMACTIC
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CIRCLE OF LIGHT
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COAL FACE

COMFORTABLE

COMPTON
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CO-AXIAL
COAL FACE (Grosvenor ’11 L 96cm) Standards
are purple-black while the flaring falls are darker
and very close to black. Nicely ruffled. Winner of
2015 Dykes Medal.
$28
CO-AXIAL (Grosvenor ’16 M-L 90cm) Apricot
standards with a soft violet infusion in the lower
half of the standards. Darker edges to the falls.
Easy grower with prolific bloom.
$32
COMFORTABLE (Ghio ’07 E-M 95cm) Mid
pink standards frame the frilly pink style arms.
Pale pink falls lighten towards the centre and are
edged in a wide rosewood rim,tangerine beards.
Heavily ruffled flowers with many blooms. $28
COMPTON (Grosvenor ’14 M 89cm) Superbly
formed pastel in tones of light violet and pink.
There is a darker veining in the falls. The beards are
strawberry pink and there is a slight fragrance. $28
CRADLE MOUNTAIN (Grosvenor ’15 M 90cm)
Sky blue standards, darker at the midrib over dark
blue falls with a fine, pale blue rim. There is a small

CRADLE MOUNTAIN

DANCE A DANCE
white spray around the yellow beards tipped blue
and a lighter blue central stripe.
$26
DANCE A DANCE (Blyth'11 E-M 97cm) Opalescent pink standards deepening to lilac at midrib,
iridescent lavender falls with shaded lavender
edge. Very beautiful!
$34
DANCE QUEEN (Kerr'13 M 91cm) Light amber
yellow standards and medium red falls, lighter
around beards. Great colour combination. $34
DANCE TILL DAWN (Johnson ’11 M 91cm)
Bright golden yellow standards, golden yellow
falls, lighter yellow white patch below beard. $26
DANCING IN LEMON (Grosvenor ’08 M 94cm)
Superbly formed, heavily ruffled and laced lemonyellow iris. Beards are orange tipped white. One
of the best show iris we have grown.
$14
DANCING ON AIR (Meek ’04 M 90cm) Blue
stds with an olive-green midrib flush. Blended
white, blue and cream falls with a yellow band
and white tipped yellow beards. Lovely!
$14

DANCING ON AIR

DANCE QUEEN

DANCE TILL DAWN

DANCING IN LEMON
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DARING DECEPTION

DESIGNER'S ART

DESTINED TO DANCE
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DEAR ARABELLA
DARING DECEPTION (Johnson’12 M 89cm)
White standards, light violet wash up midrib; plush
violet falls, white band, white spray on either side
of beards. One of the best. Award winner. $28
DEAR ARABELLA (Taylor ’16 M 88cm) White
ground standards with blue violet plicata markings
and blue-violet styles. Falls are white ground with
blue-violet plicata lines and rim. Prolific!
$32
DESIGNER’S ART (Kerr ’05 E-M-L ) Yellow
standards and a blue violet band on the falls which
have a white ground. Wide and ruffled beauty bred
from QUEEN'S CIRCLE. Vigorous.
$14
DESTINED TO DANCE (Blyth ’10 M 96cm) Icy
white self with a slight blue cast. Quick to increase
plus very good quality.
$14
DEVILICIOUS (Blyth ’10 M-L 92cm) Pastel
peach standards and lilac falls with a soft magenta
wash. Bright tangerine beards.
$24

DEVILICIOUS

DIAMOND NECKLACE
DIAMOND NECKLACE (Taylor ’15 M 86cm)
Heavily ruffled and laced standards of melon apricot to peach apricot. Sparkling lacy white falls are
heavily rimmed peach-apricot. Fragrant!
$36
DRAGON DANCE (Blyth'11 M-L 91cm) Coffee
brown self with a huge violet blaze below muted
beards. Very lovely!
$34
DREAM TEAM (Johnson'07 E 89cm) Greensih
white, lighter at midribs, medium yellow-green
falls, lighter in centre around the beards. Unusual
colour.
$34
DREAM TICKET (Lauer ’06 M-L 91cm) Orient pink standards with style arms. Violet falls
edged cream. Patterned beetroot purple shoulders.
Orange beards. Ruffled and fragrant.
$16
DRESSED TO KILL (Black '06 M-L 97cm)
Brassy gold standards over dark red-purple falls
blending to wide paler greyed red-violet band.
Center stripe from beard to edge.
$34

DRESSED TO KILL

DRAGON DANCE

DREAM TEAM

DREAM TICKET
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EDGE OF HEAVEN

EFFECTIVE

ELECTRIC CANDY
22

EDGE OF PARADISE
EDGE OF HEAVEN (Johnson'13 M 91cm)White
standards with light gold edge. Falls have a white
spot transitioning to washed mid red-purple band
to wide darker wine band. Beautiful.
$34
EDGE OF PARADISE (Taylor '18 M 90cm)
Creamy white infused pink stds with a touch of
butterscotch at the tips. Falls are white with a hint
of pink, edged with a butterscotch rim. Orange
tipped yellow beards provide a subtle but noticeable highlight. Rounded and ruffled.
$54
EFFECTIVE (Grosvenor ’12 E-M-L 88cm)
Mauve-violet standards edged buff and violet falls
with tan hafts and a tan-gold edge. Strong growth,
quick increaser. Spectacular as a clump.
$14
ELECTRIC CANDY (Blyth ’10 M 91cm) Very
ruffled reddish-violet with a blue blaze on falls.
Plenty of stems.
$26
ENCHANTED WAY (Blyth'11 E-M 86cm)
Creamy white standards with creamy white falls
overlaid pastel lavender. Beautiful.
$32

ENCHANTED WAY

ENCHANTER
ENCHANTER (Blyth ’02 E-M 102cm) Pastel
lilac mauve standards, falls are the same with
purplish wash lightening and spreading over half
the petal. Ruffled and laced. Big flowers.
$18
END OF DECADENCE (Taylor '18 M-L 90cm)
Standards are white with blue/violet at the midrib
and base. The falls are white with a blue/violet
flush at the hafts and middle. White tipped tangerine beards.
$46
ENGAGEMENT RING (Ghio’10 E-M-L 86cm)
Very ruffled champagne-gold standards. Falls are
white with a wide rose-orchid band. Bushy yellow
beards.
$22
ENNOBLE (Ghio ’99 M-L 84cm) Black-cerisered with brick red beards. Large heavily ruffled
blooms of distinction and great appeal.
$12
ENTER THE DRAGON (Blyth ’10 E-M 86cm)
Standards are beige -champagne. Falls are the same
with a lavender wash. Beards are deep brownbronze. Strong.
$16

ENTER THE DRAGON

END OF DECADENCE

ENGAGEMENT RING

ENNOBLE
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EXPECT WONDERS

EYE CANDY

FANCY A FLUTTER
24

EXPOSE
EXPECT WONDERS (Ghio’08 E-M-L 86cm)
Creamy white standards with a pronounced burnt
apricot halo around edge. Falls are yellow based
with deep gold hafts, lower dotted red-purple
becoming almost solid at distal edge. Red beards.
Different.
$20
EXPOSE (Ghio'03 M-L86cm) White stds and
white falls. Falls have wide yellow band and
shoulders, blue lines radiating from red beard to
band, with blue dots at end of petal. Stunning!$26
EYE CANDY(Keppel'04 M-L BB 69cm) Safrano
pink standards with safrano pink to near orient pink
falls. Bubble ruffles. Award winning.
$24
FANCY A FLUTTER (Blyth’06 M 90cm)
Creamy white standards, lemon falls with a purple
ray pattern and lemon beards. Pretty
$12
FASHION DIVA (Johnson '09 E-M 97cm) Dusty
rose standards over dark rose wine falls. Medium
rose bands with short white lines on either side of
orange beards. Very nice!
$32

FASHION DIVA

FAVOURITE BEAU
FAVOURITE BEAU (Blyth'11 M-L 99cm) White
standards with violet to violet black falls, lighter
area in centre, white starbust coming out from big
tangerine beards. Very showy!
$34
FEUDALISM (Ghio ’07 E-M-L 97cm) Standards
are apricot bisque blending to maroon at base and
midrib. Falls are ruby maroon overlaid black.
Tangerine beards.
$18
FINAL DESTINATION (Taylor '17 M 80cm)
Violet with a rose pink influence. The falls have
a paler violet edge, rusty hafts and white beards
tipped orange. Excellent growth!
$46
FLASH OF LIGHT (Johnson’08 L 91cm) White
standards with a hint of blue. Falls are dark blue
with a blaze around bright yellow beards. $18
FLASHY SHOWGIRL (Black’09 M-L 94cm)
Stds are medium salmon-peach with a slight
gold rim along top edge. Falls are salmon peach
blending to smoky purple becoming darker toward
edges. Orange beards. Ruffled and laced. $16

FLASHY SHOWGIRL

FEUDALISM

FINAL DESTINATION

FLASH OF LIGHT
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FOR GABRIELLE

FOREVER BLOWING BUBBLES

FRENCH RIVIERA
26

FOR ONE NIGHT
FOR GABRIELLE (Taylor ’15 E-M 90cm)
Standards and falls are both stunning yellow with
a white central area on the falls. The blooms are
spectacular, wide, ruffled, laced.
$30
FOR ONE NIGHT (Taylor '18 M 105cm) Apricot
pink standards with white falls, apricot pink edges.
White beards. Rolling ruffles.
$50
FOREVER BLOWING BUBBLES (Ghio ’07 EM-L 82cm) The best white iris we have imported.
Pure white but develops a greenish tinge around
the white beards. Wonderful ruffled form. $26
FRENCH RIVIERA (Johnson’09 M-L 91cm)
Dark yellow stds, falls are yellow, washed medium
red-brown below beards, more solid mahogany
toward dark yellow bands, mahogany veins across
white patch on either side of yellow beards. $16
FRONTLINE (Black’11 M-L-VL 102cm) Dark
purple standards blending to wide icy white
band. White falls with light green texture veins.
Pronounced sweet fragrance.
$20

FRONTLINE

FULL OF MAGIC
FULL OF MAGIC (Blyth'06 M-L 97cm) Peach
pink standards over peach pink falls. Falls overlaid
rose and heavily veined rose, blend of rose lightens
towards orange beards.
$34
GAME PLAYER (Johnson ’11 M-L 91cm)
Medium cameo pink standards blending outward
to light buff edges. Lighter buff falls, darker hafts
blending to cream centre.
$28
GILT TRIP (Ghio’06 M-L 100cm) Light cranberry red standards and plush red black falls with
tangerine beards and distinct crystalline hairline
band. Ruffled and lightly laced.
$20
GINNY MITCHELL (Kerr'13 E-M 91cm) Pink
standards with white falls. There is a thick dark
blue-violet edge to the falls. Sweet fragrance. Very
pretty iris.
$32
GLAMAZON (Blyth ’07 M 91cm) Honeybutterscotch standards with falls having a rose
overlay and slightly lighter edge. Rosy blaze below
tangerine red beards. Musk fragrance.
$14

GLAMAZON

GAME PLAYER

GILT TRIP

GINNY MITCHELL
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GLAMARAMA

GRAPETIZER
GLAMORAMA (Blyth ’09 M-L 89cm) Icy blue
standards and plush purple falls, with lilac rim.
Extremely ruffled.
$20
GRAPETIZER (Johnson ’09 M 89cm) Stds are
dark black purple with slight white ground visible
in centre. Falls are pristine white with a wide purple
black plicata band and dotting.
$20
GUARDIAN ANGEL (Keppel ’05 M 100cm)
Pure pink and a really gorgeous colour with a small
paler pink-white spot below big coral pink beards.
Large, ruffled and laced.
$18
HAUTE LES VOILES (Cayeux ’00 M-L 83cm)
Lemon standards, soft blue-violet falls, lavender
blue beards. Lovely pastel bicolour.
$12
HEAD OVER HEELS (Blyth ’11 VE - M 91cm)
Soft pastel pink. Extremely ruffled and fluted with
show stems.
$20

GUARDIAN ANGEL

HAUT LES VOILES
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HEAD OVER HEELS

HEAVEN'S REPLY
HEAVEN’S REPLY (Blyth ’05 VE-M 95cm) Pure
white standards and lavender blue falls, darker
around white tipped lemon beards. Ruffled and
fluted blooms on well branched spikes.
$12
HELLO TEMPTATION (Grosvenor ’16 L 88cm)
Very dark purple to black iris with near bronze
beards. Regularly opens 3 to 4 blooms simultaneously. Award winner!
$40
HEY TRUE BLUE (Grosvenor ’11 M 92cm) Sky
blue and all quality. Vigorous grower and very well
branched. This is a garden standout.
$20
HINT OF DANGER (Blyth’07 VE-M 97cm)
Burgundy red stds and deeper burgundy red falls.
Very ruffled . Rich burnt tangerine beards. $22
HOLLYWOOD LIGHTS (Johnson’11 E
86cm) Ruffled blooms with creamy buff-apricot
standards. Falls plush purple lightening to a buff
apricot edge. Orange beards. Sweet fragrance. $34

HOLLYWOOD LIGHTS

HELLO TEMPTATION

HEY TRUE BLUE

HINT OF DANGER
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HOLLYWOOD NIGHTS

HOUSE AFIRE
HOLLYWOOD NIGHTS (Duncan'01 M 81cm)
Deep dark purple-black, falls with darker sheen
on ruffles, small white spray pattern near beard.
Multiple awards.
$34
HOUSE AFIRE (Ghio'03 E-M 91cm) Bright rusty
red self with a violet blaze on falls.
$26
HOWLER (Johnson’11 L 91cm) Medium pink
standards; warm white falls with warmer pink
bands. Stand out purple horns.
$18
HYSTERIA (Blyth ’08 M-L 84cm) Pure white
standards. Falls are white with overall veining and
faint wash of lavender violet deepening at gold
hafts. Vivid tangerine beards.
$22
I MUST HAVE IT (Black’11 E-M 89cm) Coppery caramel standards blushed red up midrib;
copper caramel falls with light violet-blue below
beard blending to light orchid. Pretty.
$32

HOWLER

HYSTERIA
30

I MUST HAVE IT

I'M BACK
I'M BACK (Johnson ’06 M 91cm) Standards are
medium red-purple. Falls are plush purple-black.
Beards are old gold. Sweet fragrance.
$24
IN LIVING COLOUR (Black’04 M 91cm)
Bright medium yellow standards. Falls are violet
with a narrow gold band. Small gold patch either
side of beards.
$20
INDIGO SEAS (Schreiner'08 M-L 97cm) Dark
blue-violet standards with white blaze in midribs,
dark blue violet falls with white blaze around white
beards. Rolling ruffles.
$30
INDULGENCE (Blyth ’02 M-L 91cm) Lemon
yellow shading to light butterscotch standards.
Plush burgundy falls with sharp buff edge, some
white haft veining, golden beards.
$12
INSIDE JOB (Ghio ’05 E-M-L 86cm) Standards
are light blue shading to turquoise at base. Falls are
blue white overlaid medium blue. Light blue band
around edge. Beards are lemon tipped white. $18

INSIDE JOB

IN LIVING COLOUR

INDIGO SEAS

INDULGENCE
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INTO TEMPTATION

IRISH JIG

JANE'S EMMA
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INTO THE WILDERNESS
INTO TEMPTATION (Blyth'08 E-M 100cm)
Near white to opal standards. Soft lilac falls, violet
wash deepening around hafts and down to beard
fading out to nothing, undefined lilac edge. Tight
frills. Very beautiful.
$30
INTO THE WILDERNESS (T. Blyth ’01 M-L
95cm) Brassy antique gold with mustard beards,
a very different shade. Easy grower.
$12
IRIS JIG (Keppel '05 M 107cm) Citron yellow
standards, lighter toward edge. Citron yellow falls
with slightly lighter edge and chartreuse green haft
suffusion. Great unusual colour.
$30
JANE’S EMMA (Grosvenor '17 E-M 92cm)
Salmon pink with a tan and soft violet overlay.
Falls are blended white, mauve and pink with
salmon hafts and a pink tan rim. Style arms are
salmon pink and is lit up by red beards.
$40
JAZZ BAND (Keppel ’05 M 91cm) Standards
and style arms are buff orange. Falls are the same
with a wide wine band.
$20

JAZZ BAND

JEALOUS GUY
JEALOUS GUY (Blyth’09 M-L 94cm) Coffee tan
standards with a lavender blush at midrib. Falls are
coffee cream. Lavender blaze below tango beards.
Very ruffled, pronounced sweet fragrance. $20
JOHNNY BLUE EYES (Grosvenor ’14 M 95cm)
Blue violet self. Wonderful garden iris with well
branched spikes, masses of bloom and excellent
health and vigour.
$26
I'M BACK (Johnson ’06 M 91cm) Standards are
medium red-purple. Falls are plush purple-black.
Beards are old gold. Sweet fragrance.
$16
JOVIALITY (Keppel'14 M 86cm) Pure white
standards, central base pinyard yellow. Empire
yellow to dandelion falls paling toward white
central area, fine pale yellow to white rim. This
colour combination is always popular.
$26
JOYCE RAGLE (Kerr ’05 E-M 89cm) Dark pink
standards with a lighter edge. Pink style arms. Falls
are ivory pink, darker on the reverse, dark pink
hafts and tangerine beards. Ruffled & laced. $22

JOYCE RAGLE

JOHNNY BLUE EYES

JORDAN'S JOY

JOVIALITY
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JUNE KRAUSSE

KEEN PERCEPTION

KEPT ON ICE
34

JUST WITCHERY
JUNE KRAUSSE (Schreiner’09 L 91cm) Standards, style arms and falls are pink. Blooms are
ruffled and laced. Quality pink iris.
$18
JUST WITCHERY (Blyth'11 M 89cm) Orchid
pink standards over champagne. Light rosemagenta falls blended over petals are edge of
standard colour. Beautiful colour blend.
$36
KEEN PERCEPTION (Grosvenor’14 M-L
90cm) Warm white with slate violet veins, lemon
rimmed standards. The falls have a finer lemon rim
and orange yellow beards. Light fragrance. $28
KEPT ON ICE (Grosvenor ’14 E-M 90cm) . The
standards are light blue and the falls are icy blue
white with tangerine beards, white at the end. Great
garden iris.
$18
LACHLAN MACQUARIE (Grosvenor’13 M
92cm) Stds are medium blue, falls dark blue with
a black influence mainly at the haft. Small white
spray around mustard beards tipped blue. Wonderful garden iris. Very popular.
$18

LACHLAN MACQUARIE

LAKE ST CLAIR
LAKE ST. CLAIR (Grosvenor ’12 E 89cm) Clear
mid blue self. Quick increase, strong growth, lots
of buds. Looks great in a mass planting.
$16
LAST LAUGH (Shoop ’00 M-L 105cm) White
standards, blue violet falls with a large white area
around tangerine beards. A fancy bitone with great
colour effect. Striking standout beards.
$12
LECTURE (Johnson ’07 L 99cm) Standards are
medium blue-violet. Fall are deep blue-violet. A
white ray surrounds orange beards. Ruffled with
spicy fragrance.
$18
LEINSTER ELLEN JEAN (Grosvenor ’15 S E
90cm) Heavily ruffled standards are melon apricot
to peach apricot. Falls are of similar colour with a
darker rim and hafts. Multi budded spikes. $28
LESLEY MY LOVE (L.Blyth ’07 E-M 84cm)
Soft coral pink ruffled standards. Soft creamy coral
falls with sculptured coral pink edge. Very pretty
with lots of lace.
$18

LESLEY MY LOVE

LAST LAUGH

LECTURE

LEINSTER ELLEN JEAN
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LIMERENCE

LIVING YOUR DREAM

LONELY HEARTS
36

LINDA'S CHILD
LIMERENCE (Blyth’09 M-L 89cm) Opal pink
standards with a slight mauve infusion. Falls are
layered soft lilac, lighter toward centre. Beards are
vivid tangerine. Nice clump effect.
$14
LAST LAUGH (Shoop ’00 M-L 105cm) White
standards, blue violet falls with a large white area
around tangerine beards. A fancy bitone with great
colour effect. Striking standout beards.
$12
LIVING YOUR DREAM (Black '11 M-L-VL
91cm) Red purple standards, crystalline wire rim;
medium lilac falls paler toward margins, medium
lilac rim.
$18
LONELY HEARTS (Keppel'99 E-M 91cm)
Peachbloom standards, flushed rhodenite pink.
Peach falls with thick shaded and dotted cygnet
purple band. Fancy!
$25
LUCY IN THE SKY (Taylor '17 E-M 90cm)
Pure, pristine white blooms with a blue edge to the
falls and white beards are the start to its attributes.
Superb in every way.
$48

LUCY IN THE SKY

LYZ TAYLOR
LYZ TAYLOR (Grosvenor ’15 M-L 92cm) An
attractive colour of grape purple. The falls are a
couple of shades paler than the standards. Great
garden performer.
$26
MAGIC BY GOSH (Blyth ’07 M 102cm) Both
standards and falls are honey, ochre and butterscotch blends with some violet infusion in the
standards.
$14
MAGIC HAPPENS (Ghio ’06 E-M 88cm) Closed
white standards with a gold halo. White falls
with strong blue lines radiating overall from gold
shoulders. Well branched and vigorous.
$16
MAGIC MASQUERADE (Black’08 L-VL
112cm) Stds are pearl-violet with slightly darker
texture veins and a gold-tan band. Falls are dark,
velvety burgundy with an extensive network of
fine white veins over hafts. Ruffled.
$16
MAGICAL (Ghio’07 E-M 94cm) Peach pink
standards and creamy peach falls. Deeper peach
shoulders, light coral beards. Excellent!
$18

MAGICAL

MAGIC BY GOSH

MAGIC HAPPENS

MAGIC MASQUERADE
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MAGICAL CHARACTERS

MANSFIELD PARK

MARCHING BAND
38

MAMBO ITALIANO
MAGICAL CHARACTERS (Taylor '18 M
95cm) Standards are rosy pink edged apricot with
apricot style arms. Falls are white ground with rosy
pink to apricot edge and hafts. Tangerine beards.
Beautiful form and the colour is to die for! $50
MAMBO ITALIANO (Black’09 M-L-VL 94cm)
Standards are rose claret heavily infused garnet at
base. Medium dark claret falls and burnt orange
beards. Heavily ruffled and laced blooms. $18
MANSFIELD PARK (Taylor ’15 M 92cm) Stds
are sky blue over dark blue purple falls. Nice
contrast. Ruffled and laced. Fragrant.
$36
MARCHING BAND (Ghio ’06 M-L 95cm) Clear
orange with a wide violet orchid band on the falls
and tangerine orange beards. Excellent branching,
high bud count. Great show iris. Vigorous. $32
MARIE’S LOVE (Grosvenor’12 E-M 95cm)
Heavily ruffled standards are a soft creamy buffapricot blended rosy apricot at the base. Falls are

MARIE'S LOVE

MARIE'S MAGIC
buff-apricot with darker veins, dark rosy apricot
hafts and a bubble ruffled rosy apricot rim. $24
MARIE'S MAGIC (Taylor '18 M 95cm) Bright
white standards with a burst of yellow at the base.
Falls are multi coloured of white, light purple
violet then nicely rimmed with a mustard yellow
band. Thick and bushy orange beards standout to
complete this showy iris.
$56
MERCHANT MARINE (Keppel ’06 M 97cm)
Medium blue standards, slightly deeper medium
blue falls. Nice ruffles.
$18
MEXICAN HOLIDAY (Schreiner ’04 E 97cm)
Yellow standards over red falls with yellow rim.
Orange beards. Good colour combo.
$12
MILK ON APRICOTS (Niswonger ’00 M 84cm)
White standards, flushed apricot with apricot falls.
Orange beards. A popular colour combo!
$12
MILLENNIUM FALCON (Kasperek ’98 Zebra)
Very fancy. Standards are light blue with white
streaks. Falls are purple with white streaks. $16

MILLENIUM FALCON

MERCHANT MARINE

MEXICAN HOLIDAY

MILK ON APRICOTS
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MISSIES GIRLS

MONTMARTRE

MORNING FROST
40

MOLONG
MISSIES GIRLS (Grosvenor’12 M-L 86cm)
Nicely ruffled stds. are mid mauve-pink. Ruffled
falls are peach toned pink with darker veins and a
small near white area around pink beards. $20
MOLONG (Grosvenor ’16 E-M 93cm) Mustard
yellow stds, green-brown at the midrib and base.
Falls are a paler shade of mustard yellow with a
small white area around tangerine orange beards.
An unusual colour blend.
$28
MONTMARTRE (Keppel’08 VE-M 89cm)
Greyed red-purple standards, straw yellow edge;
dark red purple falls, narrow oyster white edge,
white around chrome yellow beards.
$18
MORNING FROST (Schreiner ’04 L 95cm)
Light lavender stds, icy white falls touched pale
lavender all ruffled and laced. Strong growth. $14
MORSE (Grosvenor ’16 E 90cm) Standards and
falls are mauve-violet, veined buff with an incomplete buff rim at the top. Beards are yellow tipped
white. Nice!
$30

MORSE

MOUNT VESULIUS
MOUNT VESUVIUS (Ghio ’04 M-L 90cm) Rosy
purple, a smooth metallic sheen. Sheered edges,
ruffled and laced with antique gold beards. $22
MOUNTAINS AND PLAINS (Taylor '17 M
95cm) Greyed violet stds are darker at the midribs
and yellow at the top edge. The falls are mustard
yellow, darker at the midribs and the beards are
yellow tipped orange.
$50
MULBERRY MAGIC (Blyth'09 EV 89cm) Lilac
standards and lilac falls with overall deeper purple
veining and some white veining beside beard.
What a standout!
$36
MUSIC LESSON (Johnson’07 M-L 91cm) Stds
and style arms are blue white. Falls are lavender
blue with a central white area around beards. $14
MYTHING TOOTH (Grosvenor ’13 M 76cm)
Stds. are orchid mauve, lighter in the centre. Falls
are paler orchid mauve, lighter in the centre and
darker at the edge. Pink-red beards. Short. $20

MYTHING TOOTH

MOUNTAINS AND PLAINS

MULBERRY MAGIC

MUSIC LESSON
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NARELLE ELAINE

NEPEAN RIVER

NEW LEAF
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NATURAL BLOND
NARELLE ELAINE (Grosvenor ’12 M 94cm)
Orchid-mauve standards and blended dark rosy
orchid falls with a lighter edge. Tangerine beards.
Ruffled flowers and strong vigorous growth. $16
NATURAL BLOND (Ghio ’02 E-M 91cm) Warm
creamy pink peach standards. Cream falls with a
peach edge. Beautiful.
$16
NEPEAN RIVER (Grosvenor ’11 M-L 85cm)
Blue white standards top blue violet falls. Grows
well and blooms on show stems.
$16
NEW LEAF (Ghio ’97 M 80cm) Spectacular pink
with rosy violet luminata wash on the falls. Our
favourite in this pattern.
$12
NEW YEAR'S KISS (Taylor '18 M-L 95cm) An
all round great iris. Beautiful form, lots of flowers
and good growth. Standards and style arms are
a lovely shade of blue. Falls have a white ground
edged in a pale blue violet. Nice tight ruffling
sets off this stunning bitone.
$50
NICHE (Ghio'07 E-M BB 66cm) White standards

NEW YEARS KISS

NICHE
with white falls, wide blue-violet band of falls.
Orange-red standout beards.
$22
NOBLE GESTURE (Keppel'10 E-M 97cm) Base
colour of self is purple. Concord standards , falls
darker than fluorite. Bubble ruffling. Great deep
colour.
$30
NORMALITY (Grosvenor ’13 E 91cm) Bluemauve-violet standards and blue-mauve falls
lighter around beards and darker at the edge. $18
NORTHANGER ABBEY (Taylor ’15 M 92cm)
Yellow stds surround orange yellow styles with
prominent dark lines. Rich, dark purple falls are
paler towards the centre and nicely ruffled. Spicy
fragrance. Excellent growth and increase.
$30
NOVEL IDEA (Ghio ’06 M-L 90cm) Standards
are pink, texture veined. Falls are deeper pink with
purple lines radiating from tangerine beards to a
dotted edge. Wavy ruffles and excellent branching
and bud count. Grows well.
$28

NOVEL IDEA

NOBLE GESTURE

NORMALITY

NORTHANGER ABBEY
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OBSESSED

ONE OF A KIND

OPENING NUMBER
44

ON A SANDY BEACH
OBSESSED (Blyth'11 M 94cm) Burgundy red
standards, lighter at midribs, plush burgundy red
brown falls, tannish hafts.
$34
ON A SANDY BEACH (Grosvenor ’12 M 90cm)
Standards are a light blue, falls are lemon on white,
darker at the hafts and edge. Plenty of buds on well
branched spikes. Vigorous.
$14
ONE OF A KIND (Black '10 M-L 89cm) Chalky
lilac standards with red plum veins and intermittent brass gilt rim; black cherry falls with white
veins around old gold beards. Different!
$25
OPENING NUMBER (Black’10 M-L-VL 94cm)
Pale slate-blue standards veined darker grey-violet,
intermittent gilt gold rim. Falls are purple with
white veining around orange beards. Showy! $25
ORATORIO (Blyth ’04 M-L 94cm) Standards
are champagne with lavender infusion coming up
from the base. Deep lilac falls. Excellent! $12
ORIGINAL CAST (Johnson’07 M-L 89cm) Standards are pastel buttery-tan, centres infused soft

ORATORIO

ORIGINAL CAST
tan-pink, ruffled, lightly laced. Falls are smooth
pale buttery-peach blending to white in centre,
overlaid with greenish texture veins. Beards are
melon coral, pronounced fragrance.
$14
OUR HULLABALOO (Grosvenor’13 E-M
91cm) Standards are yellow with a darker midrib,
falls are white with yellow hafts and a clear yellow
rim. Orange-yellow beards.
$16
OUR MAN BUCK (Grosvenor ’16 E-M-L
105cm) White ground plicata with wide blue-violet
plicata marked standards. Falls have a narrow blueviolet edge. Spicy fragrance. Multi-budded. $28
OUT OF THE DARK (Black '07 M-L 102cm)
Light buff standards washed medium purple overall. Buff-lemon falls, wide purple band, dotted and
sanded inside band.
$16
OUT TO LUNCH (Blyth ’06 E-M 102cm) White
standards with faint peach blush at midrib. Falls
are champagne beige, slightly blended and darker
at hafts. Lighter edge.
$12

OUT TO LUNCH

OUR HULLABALOO

OUR MAN BUCK

OUT OF THE DARK
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PALACE SYMPHONY

PAMPER ME

PARISIAN DAWN
46

PALACE TREASURE
PALACE SYMPHONY (Blyth ' 06 M 91cm)
Magenta-burgundy standards with a bronze blush
at midrib. Falls are bright magenta-burgundy and
purple bronze. Ruffled and laced edging.
$16
PALACE TREASURE (Blyth'10 M-L 94cm)Soft
opal pink standards blended honey at midrib. Rich
burgundy-red falls, white rays spending half way
down petal. Very showy!
$30
PAMPER ME (Blyth ’08 M-L 86cm) Pure white
standards with lilac mauve falls edged white. White
tipped soft tangerine beards.
$24
PARISIAN DAWN (Keppel ’06 M-L 91cm)
Apricot cream standards with a faint pink flush.
Creamier falls shading to mauve edge. Beards are
scarlet vermilion. Very pretty new iris.
$12
PARTY’S OVER (Meek ’05 E-M 86cm) Soft
lavender-blue standards over ivory flushed lemon
falls. Ruffled and wide flowers are excellent. $14

PARTY'S OVER

PATCHWORK PUZZLE
PATCHWORK PUZZLE (Johnson ' 11 L 91cm)
Clean white standards, edged with narrow gold
halo; white falls overlaid by dark purple lines
which become solid purple at lower edges, wide
yellow hafts and bands. Very fancy!
$32
PATRICIA ELIZABETH LINNEGAR (Grosvenor ’14 E-M 90cm) Standards are bronzed yellow
with a violet midrib. Falls have a white ground with
rosy violet plicata edge and central stripe. Yellow
bronzed beards. Very high bud count.
$22
PAUL BLACK (Johnson ’03 M-L 105cm) Bright
blue-purple self with rich red orange beards. Strong
grower. Popular. Dykes Medal winner 2003. $12
PEACHES AND DREAMS (Ghio ’03 M-L
88cm) Melon standards lighter at the edge. Warm
white falls with melon band and shoulders. Ruffled
and laced. Excellent spikes. Vigorous.
$20
PENNANT HILLS (Grosvenor '10 M-L 92cm)
Red purple standards over darker red purple falls,
lighter edges. Very nice.
$32

PENNANT HILLS

PATRICIA E. LINNEGAR

PAUL BLACK

PEACHES AND DREAMS
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PEP RALLY

PIRATE AHOY

PIXIE DUST
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PHIL THE POWER
PEP RALLY (Ghio’07 VE-E 86cm) Solid mahogany-violet red standards. Falls are cream with the
base lined and dotted mahogany-violet red and a
crystal hairline edge. Beards are orchre.
$18
PHIL THE POWER (Grosvenor ’14 M 90cm)
Peach pink standards with a slight violet infusion.
Rosy orchid falls have a paler rim and a small
central stripe below tangerine red beards. Lots
of buds on good stems and good growth.
$22
PIRATE AHOY (Blyth ’05 E-M 91cm) Bright
lemon yellow standards with red burgundy to ruby
falls. A bright yellow pattern extending half way
down falls. Bright gold beards.
$20
PIXIE DUST (Schreiner ’01 M-L 97cm) Standards and style arms are light sulphur yellow. Falls
are blue toned darker toward centre.
$14
PLACE YOUR BETS (Schreiner ’07 M-L
107cm) Standards and style arms are dark violet.
Falls are white ground with dark violet plicata
marks. Golden yellow beards. Very tall.
$18

PLACE YOUR BETS

PLATINUM CLASS
PLATINUM CLASS (Blyth ’06 M-L 81cm) Soft
pastel lavender stds with the softest creamy pink
edge, bubble and ruffled. Falls are soft lavender as
standards with slight peach hafts. Beards are white
heavily tipped coral tangerine. Fragrance. $22
POET’S RHYME (Keppel ’05 E-M 94cm) Violet
standards, lighter toward edge. Falls are light blue.
Blue beards, yellow in the throat.
$18
POWER OF BLUE (Taylor '18 L 100cm) A rich
smoothness of solid violet blue slightly bitoned. A
faint white spray around white tipped blue beards.
Rolling ruffles with perfect form and colour. $48
POWER POINT (Johnson’05 M-L 114cm)
Ruffled and laced pale lavender pink standards and
warm white falls, that blend to soft lavender pink
margins. Upturned lavender violet horns.
$12
PRETTY BUBBLES (Ghio ’05 M 90cm) Standards are creamy apricot with deeper midribs. Falls
are similar with deeper shoulders. Wonderful pastel
colour. Excellent growth and bud count.
$24

PRETTY BUBBLES
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POWER POINT
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PRINCESS KAELYN

RACING AT DUBBO

RAGING TIDE
50

QUEEN'S CONSORT
PRINCESS KAELYN (Taylor '17 M 91cm) Pink
standards and much paler pastel pink combined
with white falls. Vigorous growth, lots of bloom
from plants that are healthy.
$36
QUEEN'S CONSORT (Kerr'04 M 97cm) White
standards and white falls. Wide dark blue marginal
band diffusing toward centre.
$30
RACING AT DUBBO (Taylor ’15 E-M 89cm)
Apricot-yellow standards and honey-orange falls
with an apricot-yellow rim and tangerine beards.
Easy grower and good increaser.
$26
RAGING TIDE (Keppel ’07 M-L 97cm) Pale to
mid blue standards with medium violet-blue centre.
Falls are medium violet-blue with outer area a paler
blue. A very nice effect.
$12
RAINBOW HIGH (Keppel ’08 M-L 102cm) Stds
are cream to pale yellow with a central lemon yellow area. Falls have a lemon yellow upper area,
reticulated, warm white below beard, shading to

RAINBOW HIGH

RAISE THE CURTAIN
wide violet band with liver brown outer band, narrow sorghum brown edge, deep yellow beards. $30
RAISE THE CURTAIN (Blyth ’08 VVE 94cm)
Lilac standards and falls with white beards. Very
pretty iris to start the bloom season.
$12
RARE FIND (Ghio ’03 M-L 93cm) Cream standards with salmon midribs. Coral orange falls with
faint purple speckles and a hairline coral edge. $14
RARER THAN RUBIES (Blyth ’07 M-L 102cm)
Light burgundy-rose standards over burgundy to
plum red falls. A lovely smooth flower with sweet
musky perfume. Rapid increaser.
$14
RASPBERRY SWIRL (Sutton'09 M-L 86cm)
Light greyed orange standards flushed purple and
rimmed golden tan. Dark lilac-purple falls, near
black flush with soft purple rim. Very nice! $30
RASPUTIN (Johnson ’11 M 86cm) Apricot peach
standards with wine claret falls banded mid rosy
mauve. Bright tangerine beards.
$28

RASPUTIN
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RASPBERRY SWIRL
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RED BADGE

REGIMEN

REPERTOIRE
52

REGAL KNAVE
RED BADGE (Grosvenor '16 E-M 95cm) Winered self lit up with burnt orange beards. Well
branched and budded show spikes.
$28
REGAL KNAVE (Blyth’08 E-M 97cm) Pure
white standards with bright red violet falls, edged
lilac. Bright red beards with a sweet fragrance. $16
REGIMEN (Ghio ’00 L 79cm) Bubble ruffled
wine self. Tangerine beards.
$14
REPERTOIRE (Johnson ’11 L 89cm) Medium
yellow green standards shaded slate violet up the
midrib. Pastel violet falls, gold to brown hafts,
yellow beards.
$28
REUSSITE (Cayeux '06 M 90cm) Pure white
standards with pure white falls. A one centimetre
wide bright blue border on falls. Red beards are a
standout. Very pretty iris!
$14
REVOLUTION (Taylor '18 E-M 94cm)Standards
are rich royal purple. Falls are a deeper royal purple
with a slightly lighter edge, a white spray surrounds

REUSSITE

REVOLUTION
mustard beards. Lovely tight ruffling adds to the
beauty.
$52
RHINELANDER (Schreiner '06 M-L 95cm) Rich
grape-mauve. Heavy substance and lovely ruffled
form. Easy grower.
$18
RIPPLING RIVER (Schreiner ’95 M 90cm)
This has to be seen to be believed. One of the best
formed iris available; it is a rich navy blue, all
ruffled and perfectly balanced. 
$12
RITE OF PASSAGE (Ghio ’06 M-L 102cm)
This is a gorgeous blend of iridescent pastels mother of pearl pink, deeper pink and pearl blue
tones all with light tangerine tipped blue beards.
Beautiful in all apsects!
$20
RIVERINA (Taylor '17 M 85cm)Stds are yellow
with irregular touches of red on the edges. Falls
have a yellow ground with red veins and edge and
yellow beards. Shorter, compact growth adds to its
garden appeal. Vigorous and a good grower. $48

RIVERINA
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ROCKY ROGUE

ROYAL ORDERS

RUMOUR HAS IT
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RODEO GIRL
ROCKY ROGUE (Grosvenor ’14 M-L 92cm)
This is the nearest to pure red that we have grown
or seen. Makes a spectacular clump.
$28
RODEO GIRL (Schreiner ’05 M 107cm) Standards are red. Yellow falls with red plicata edges.
Gold beards. A very special iris.
$14
ROYAL ORDERS (Blyth ’08 M-L 94cm) White
standards over rich purple falls with lilac edging.
Nicely ruffled edging. Beautiful.
$14
RUMOUR HAS IT (Johnson '12 L-VL 91cm)
White standards, wide blue purple plicata band and
line up midrib. White falls with wide blue-purple
plicata band with bold striped line.
$30
RUNAWAY ROMANCE (Meek ’03 M 90cm)
Pink standards, pale pink falls, big tangerine
beards. Lovely ruffled blooms. Grows well. $14
RUSTY TAYLOR (Grosvenor ’12 E-M 94cm)
Orange tan self with burnt orange red beards.
Superb growth and vigour. Close to perfect as a
garden performer. Show spikes.
$22

RUNAWAY ROMANCE

RUSTY TAYLOR

SALOME'S BUTTERFLY

SALOME’S BUTTERFLY (Blyth ’09 M-L
91cm) Standards are soft icy lilac. Falls are royal
violet edged icy lilac, small white spray pattern
around beards.
$28
SANDRA ROSS (Taylor '17 M-L 95cm) White of
the highest quality in all aspects of iris culture. This
pure white iris produces quality show spikes and
is named for the well-known and much admired
gardening personality. .
$46
SECRET WEEKEND (Blyth ’08 M 89cm) Soft
pastel lavender standards. Rich violet falls, overall
outpouring of white overlaid with dark violet veins
and lilac edge. White tipped orange beards. $22
SENSIBLE (Taylor '18 M-L 105cm) Another step
forward with white iris. Beautiful form and ruffling
make this white self a must have. Bred from a cross
between a great Grosvenor iris and a great Ghio
iris. Elegant ruffling and good growth.
$46
SANDRA ROSS

SENSIBLE

SECRET WEEKEND
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SEPARATE AREA

SHARED SECRETS
SEPARATE AREA (Grosvenor ’13 M- L 76cm)
Standards are pink, falls are mauve peach in colour,
more pink at the hafts and lighter in the centre
around pink beards. Laced and beautiful.
$20
SHARED SECRETS (Blyth’04 E-M 97cm) Stds
are lilac, soft rosy tan at midrib blending to soft
buff cream at edges. Fall are red violet with edge
of lilac, tidy and neat white outpouring at beards.
Tangerine beards. Sweet fragrance.
$18
SHARRELIZ (Grosvenor ’14 M-L 105cm) Stds
are light pink, slightly darker at the edge. Falls are
a lighter shade of pink with a frilly deeper edge.
Spicy fragrance. Exceptional!
$32
SILENT SCREEN STAR (Ghio ’06 M-L 88cm)
Standards are golden apricot, falls very pale blue
washed golden apricot with a hairline creamy edge.
Show stems. Very vigorous, quick increaser. $14
SILKY MOMENT (Blyth '11 M 97cm) Opalescent pink lilac self. Bubble ruffles. Very nice! $32

SHARRELIZ

SILENT SCREEN STAR
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SILKY MOMENT

SING HALLELUJAH
SING HALLELUJAH (Taylor '18 M 88cm)
Standards are a blend of cream, pink and peach.
The falls are white with rich apricot/peach hafts
that draw the standard colour into the falls. Bright
orange beards with a touch of white on the tip.
Laced edges finish off this very classy iris. $50
SMOKEN UP(Taylor ’17 M 100cm) Violet purple
standards, slightly paler falls with a darker edge
and mustard yellow hafts are lit up by orange
beards. Excellent garden performance.
$48
SMOKEN ACES (Blyth '11 E-M 91cm) Coffee
standards infused violet at midrib, coffee falls with
small violet flash below beards. Great!
$34
SOFTLY WAITING (Blyth'10 E-M 94cm)
Creamy peach to soft apricot standards, creamy
peach falls with gentle lilac overlay.
$18
SORDID LIVES (Johnson’09 E-M 104cm) White
standards, slight gold halo and base. Falls washed,
mottled and dotted rose magenta with wide blended
bands of off-white to yellow. Award winner. $24

SORDID LIVES
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SPORTICUS

SPRING MADNESS

SQUARE PEG
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SPRING AWAKENING
SPORTICUS (Taylor '16 M 92cm) Dark blue with
blue beards. Well budded and branched spikes from
healthy plants.
$32
SPRING AWAKENING (Kerr '11 M 107cm)
Light lemon/yellow standards and white falls with
medium blue edges. Very pretty!
$26
SPRING MADNESS (Johnson ’09 M-L 89cm)
Standards are white flushed yellow at midribs.
Falls are yellow with brown veins and lighter edge.
Very showy with lots of appeal.
$28
SQUARE PEG (Grosvenor '17 M 93cm) Rich
apricot melon standards with an apricot edge. Falls
are apricot peach with a small white area below
the tangerine beards. There is a darker edge at the
base. Blooms are very ruffled.
$36
STATIC ELECTRICITY (Sutton '13 E-M-L
97cm) Mimosa yellow standards with red-violet
and greyed purple falls. Yellow starburst with white
area below beards of yellow. Fancy!
$32

STATIC ELECTRICITY

STILL OF THE NIGHT
STILL OF THE NIGHT (Grosvenor ’16 E 88cm)
Purple standards, darker falls with brown hafts and
mustard beards. Well branched and budded iris.
Good garden and show bench performer.
$30
STIR THE POT (Grosvenor ’13 L 94cm) Dark
purple stds top black falls tending to dark purple
around the blue-purple beards. Lovely.
$22
STOLEN SWEETS (Black’09 M-L 89cm) Standards are white edged and infused yellow. Falls are
white with a narrow yellow rim wider at hafts and
light greenish-yellow texture veins. Ruffled bloom
with sweet fragrance.
$26
STOP FLIRTING (Blyth ’02 M-L 95cm) Subdued beige to grey standards flushed lavender.
Beige-grey falls, violet blaze, tangerine-orange
beards. Ruffled and nicely formed blooms. $12
STRANGE HARMONY (Grosvenor ’13 M- L
92cm) Gorgeous lacy caramel standards, veined
darker. Violet falls with caramel tan hafts and rim.
Easy grower; lovely form.
$24

STRANGE HARMONY
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SUNSHINE IN

SUPER HERO
SUNSHINE IN (Keppel ’09 E-M 89cm) Citron
yellow with cream white centre line below yellow
beards. A standout in the garden.
$14
SUPER HERO (Ghio '12 M-L 97cm) White
standards with orchre gold halo. Black maroon
falls with large gold sunburt area. A real standout
in the garden. Stunning!
$30
TALASPRING (Grosvenor ’12 E-M-L 95cm)
Ruffled, blended blue standards diffused and paler
at the edge and off white falls with a pale blue edge.
Excellent multi budded garden performer. $14
THAT'S HOT (Lauer '08 E-M 99cm) Standards
are rose pink. Falls are venetian pink with bushy
red beards. Pretty iris.
$18
TIA ROSE (Grosvenor ’12 M 92cm) Gorgeous!
White standards with a slight blue infusion and
blue falls. Excellent garden habits, quality. $16

TALASPRING

THAT'S HOT
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TIA ROSE

TO SHORE
TO SHORE (Grosvenor’12 E-M-L 92cm) Ruffled
icy blue-mauve standards and off white falls edged
icy blue-mauve. Excellent garden performance and
plenty of buds.
$16
TOPSPIN (Grosvenor ’11 L-VL 94cm) Gorgeous
dark top, reverse bicolour with blended mauve pink
standards and white falls edged pink. Tangerine
beards tipped white. Lovely ruffled form.
$24
TORONTO (Johnson '11 E-M 91cm) Peach buff
standards infused maroon up midribs; dark maroon
falls, light rose-maroon edges. Well formed flowers
and very showy in the garden.
$22
TRANSFER (Grosvenor ’14 E-M 92cm) White
ground plicata with pale blue violet beards. The
standards have a wide, light blue edge and the falls
have a darker blue violet near solid rim.
$24
ULLADULLA (Grosvenor ’12 M-L 85cm) Huge
blooms of red-purple on both standards and falls.
Well branched and multi budded.
$20

ULLADULLA
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TORONTO
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UPON MY WORD

VIVA MEXICO

WILDERNESS
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VIENNA WALTZ
UPON MY WORD (Grosvenor ’16 M-L 84cm)
Pink bitone with the stds a little paler at the fimbriated edge and falls that are pale pink with white in
the centre, beards are pink tipped white.
$36
VIENNA WALTZ (Keppel ’00 M-L 93cm)
Ruffled and laced orchid-pink with melon beards.
Beautiful creation.
$12
VIVA MEXICO (Maryott ’96 M 90cm) Very
ruffled light orange with a creamy centre to the
falls around orange beards. Good grower. $12
WILDERNESS (Taylor '18 M 95cm) Standards
are yellow with a violet midrib. Pale violet tipped
yellow style arms. Falls are white ground, mustard
hafts, lemon edge and reverse. Pale violet tipped
orange beards.
$44
WONDERS NEVER CEASE (Black ’07 E-M
102cm) Standards are white with lemon edge. Falls
are white ground lined and dotted plum rose with
a lemon line and a near white thick rim. Beards
are yellow. Ruffled. Very unusual!
$18

WONDERS NEVER CEASE

ABBONDANZA

TALL BEARDED IRIS

ADLEMI

Favourites

All at $10 each

Any 3 for $28

ABBONDANZA Very large ruffled mango gold
with pink infusion in standards. Great colour. .
ADLEMI Standards are lilac-mauve, falls a
rosy lilac mauve with a lighter edge and reverse.
ADMIRED Outstanding neglecta. Blue standards,
purple falls. Award winner in Florence.
ALI’S CHOICE White stds with a fine lemon
edge. Falls are off white and caramel with a darker
edge and pale violet centre. Strong grower.
ALPENVIEW Rich blue standards, lighter at the
edge. White falls with a green influence at the hafts.
White beards, yellow in the throat.
AMENORT White standards, pale blue falls.
Superb show spikes. Fragrant.
ASTROBUBBLES Standards are buff to buff

ALPENVIEW

ADMIRED

ALI'S CHOICE
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AMENORT

DAD'S A PIRATE

DAH DAH
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ASTROBUBBLES
lemon, faintly infused soft lavender at midrib. Falls
are deep red-violet. Ruffled lavender edge.
DAD’S A PIRATE Butterscotch gold stds over
rich, plush red-burgundy falls. Small white veins
at mustard bronze beards. Great colour contrast.
DAH DAH Large, ruffled navy blue with mustard
beards tipped blue. Good growth.
DANCING IN PINK Light pink self with red
beards. Early flowers. Dykes Medal winner 2008.
DARCY’S CHOICE Light yellow standards and
style arms. Falls are claret magenta with a white
blaze, yellow beards. A standout.
DOWNTOWN MAN White standards, violet
falls with a white star burst pattern, orange beards.
Grows well.
DUSKY CHALLENGER Ruffled, silky dark
purple-black. Very vigorous. Dykes Medal winner
FIERY TEMPER Rosy wine stds and black wine
falls, large bright red beards. Showy!
FIESTA IN BLUE Quality mid blue with white

DANCING IN PINK

DARCEY'S CHOICE
beards. Well formed wide and ruffled blooms on
excellent show spikes.
FLORENTINE SILK Peach pink standards,
wide, ruffled lavender falls with a wide rosier band.
Peach orange beards.
GATES OF ROME Champagne standards with a
slight violet flush at midrib. Rich burgundy-violet
falls. Very ruffled and flared. Strong grower.
GLAMOUR PANTS Light apricot standards over
dark burgundy falls, edged in the same apricot as
the standards. Bright red beards.
GYPSY LORD White stds, violet blue falls
marbled rich violet purple and with a showy white
blaze. Red beards. Superb garden performance.
HEAVEN AND EARTH Vigorous pink amoena.
Pretty iris and one of the nicest in this pattern.
HONOURABLE LORD Light lavender-blue stds
with rich violet to violet black falls. Small white
spray below beards. Large bud count. Fragrant.
HOWES VALLEY Unusual milk chocolate

FIESTA IN BLUE
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FIERY TEMPER
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FLORENTINE SILK

GLAMOUR PANTS

GYPSY LORD
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GATES OF ROME
brown with a violet central area on the falls around
orange-yellow beards. Nicely ruffled!
IMOGEN PAIGE Standards are blue violet over
white. Falls show more of the white ground. Dykes
Medal winner 2011.
ITALIAN ICE Soft lemon stds. White falls have
bright lemon hafts and soft lemon on the edge.
JAYCEETEE Pure white self. Beautifully
ruffled. Dykes Medal winner 2004.
LADY JANE Methyl violet standards, similar falls
with a salmon rim. Sweet fragrance.
MING LORD Smoky lilac violet standards and
velvety red violet falls with a faint lighter edge.
Tangerine beards. Lovely.
MY FRIEND JOYCE Well branched, multibudded spikes are the features of this vivid and
ruffled, blue on white plicata. Excellent spikes.
OVERJOYED Creamy white stds, creamy lemon
falls and creamy gold beards. Ruffled flowers on
short spikes. Beautiful!
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MING LORD

OVERJOYED

PARIS OPTION
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MY FRIEND JOYCE
PARIS OPTION Greyed pink standards, redviolet falls with a lavender edge. Bronze beards
tipped violet. Well branched and grows well.
PAY THE PRICE White standards heavily overlaid light blue. White falls with a mid blue rim.
Dykes Medal and Premio Firenze winner in 2003.
POP MUSIC White stds over icy white washed
light violet overall. Deeper colour at hafts and
below beards nearly becoming burgundy-black.
QUALIFIED Very high quality iris in shades of
apricot, peach and pink with tangerine beards.
QUANDRY (Keppel ’01 E 95cm) White standards, cream falls with buff shoulders and a violet
sanded area. Red beards. Spectacular.
QUEEN’S CIRCLE Pure white with a blue edge
to the falls. Dykes Medal winner 2007. Great!
ROMANCER Orchid lavender standards flushed
pink. Creamy pink falls with darker edge. Very
popular when listed.
ROYAL ESTATE White ground plicate with clear

PAY THE PRICE

POP MUSIC
mid to dark blue bands. Lovely colour. Quality!
RUBY HAZE Mauve pink to beige champagne
standards. Falls have soft lavender shading lighter
to the edge. Crescent just below beard of reddish
rose. Pronounced musky fragrance.
SANDY BEACH Creamy-yellow standards, iridescent light lavender falls with yellow beards, lavender at the ends. Fragrant and ruffled blooms.
SATURN Deep beetroot-purple standards. Wide
black-cherry falls have a lighter halo. Strong.
SCARED STIFF Very ruffled black self with purple-black beards. Excellent. Dykes Medal in 2014.
SEA POWER Quality mid blue slightly bitoned
with blue beards tipped lemon. Ruffled.
SENSE AND SENSIBILITY White stds with
a pale blue glow at the base which lights up the
flowers. White falls.
STARMASTER Excellent rich purple.
STARRING Pale lavender, near white stds, purple
black falls, brick red beards. Grows well.
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ROYAL ESTATE

SANDY BEACH

SATURN
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RUBY HAZE
SUKY White standards flushed violet at the edge.
Violet falls with a white zonal area around white
beards. Ruffled, fragrant blooms. Popular.
SWEET MUSETTE Beautiful pink standards
over rose coloured falls.
TAY DAUM Stds are white with heavy slate blueviolet plicata markings. Falls are white edged slate
blue-violet. Dykes Medal winner in 2013.
TENNESSEE WOMAN Tannish-bronze standards with darker netting. White falls with rosepurple hafts and edges.
THAT’S ALL FOLKS Huge ruffled and wide
gold flowers. Dykes Medal winner 2013.
THUNDERMAKER Electric plum, falls with
blue blaze, deeper burgundy haft
TREASURE TRADER Lemon yellow stds. Falls
are blended deep burgundy-rose deepening at hafts
and lightening toward edge. Lemon buff rim. $18
TREASURED Gorgeous alabaster pink with
darker hafts. Ruffled flowers. Super quality!
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TAY DAUM

TENNESSEE WOMAN

THAT'S ALL FOLKS

TREASURED

THUNDER MAKER

TREASURE TRADER

ALL ABUZZ

MEDIAN IRIS

BACK CHAT

General Listing

All at $8 each or any 3 for $22
ALL ABUZZ (Black '00 IB 65cm) Purple and
white mixed standards, red-purple falls with white
veining, yellow to white beards.
BACK CHAT (Blyth '09 IB M-L 56cm) Standards
are tan softly infused lavender. Falls are apricot
stitched with rose-tan, cream area around tangerine
beards. Slight sweet fragrance.
BIRD BATH (Byers'89 BB M 45cm) White with
a blue wash, darker in the centre. Very nice!
DARK AVENGER (Sutton '02 IB E-M 49cm)
Standards and style arms violet blue, falls black
with blue beards and dark violet blue feathered
horns. Slight spicy fragrance.
DUDE (Keppel ’02 IB E-M 60cm) Caramel
flushed rose stds. Mustard falls peppered raspberry.

DUDE

BIRD BATH

DARK AVENGER
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ENLIGHTENED

FLYING CIRCUS

FORTUNE HUNTER
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FATHOM
ENLIGHTENED (Sutton ’11 BB M-L 58cm)Blue
violet stds, gold wire edge; dark violet falls, bright
yellow in throat, yellow gold wire edge.
FATHOM (Smith ’97 IB M-L 58cm) Wonderful
ruffled light sky blue. Good grower.
FLYING CIRCUS (Keppel '03 IB 61cm) Standards are near apricot flushed pale lilac. Falls are
white , peach blown shoulders, all heavily plicata
washed or lined reddish mulberry. Fancy.
FORTUNE HUNTER (Black '03 IB M 66cm)
Standards are medium light peach gold with style
arms medium peach gold. Falls also are medium
peach gold with a blended darker center, orange
beards with white base. Ruffled, musky fragrance.
FRUIT STRIPE (Sutton '08 BB E-M 58cm)Yellow standards flushed pink purple. Falls are greyed
orange with a heavy red-purple wash. Fancy!
GOOSE BUMPS (Black ’01 E-M 64cm ) Tan
standards, white falls heavily dotted and sanded
red-purple. Old gold beards.

FRUIT STRIPE

GOOSE BUMPS
HUM (Blyth ’99 IB VE-E 60cm) Gold bitone
with purple beards. Always popular when listed.
IN A FLASH (Black ’01 IB 60cm) Dark purple
with paler fall edge. Orange beard.
LILAC HILL (Blyth ’93 IB M 56cm) Mulberry
stds, white falls heavily stitched mulberry.
LONDONDERRY (Keppel'95 IB E-M 61cm)
Standards, style arms and falls are all pastel pinkish lilac. Falls pale to near white center. Ruffled.
LUNAR FROST (Keppel'95 IB M 58cm) Standards, style arms and falls are white. Falls have a
1/2 inch lemon-yellow spot. Ruffled with sweet
fragrance.
MAN'S BEST FRIEND (Black ’08 IB M-L 64cm)
Stds are light slate violet, brassy gold texture veins
radiating upward. Falls are red/brown, light butter
yellow veins over hafts, grey white band. .
OBLIVION (Smith '02 IB E 64cm) Standards
are dark violet with grey luminata veining, falls
are plum purple, bright yellow area around beards.
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HUM

IN A FLASH

LILAC HILL
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LUNAR FROST

OVLIVION

ORINOCO FLOW
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MAN'S BEST FRIEND
ORINOCO FLOW (Bartlett ’93 E-M-L 87cm)
White ground with dark blue edging and blue
beards. British Dykes Medal winner.
PERFECT PET (Grosvenor '09 TB 81cm) Standards are white, as are falls. Falls have violet veins
and vertical lines. Orange beards. A real standout!
PERSNICKETY (Keppel ’08 IB E-M-L 66cm)
Stds are tannish apricot with a faint pinkish flush.
Falls are lighter tannish-apricot with a small amber
white area at end of beard. Raisin shoulders, haft
webbing and fine speckling.
PRECIOUS PUPPY (Grosvenor ’11 BB L 61cm)
Pure pink throughout including the beards. Glorious colour and ruffling. Excellent.
QUEEN BEE (Dunn ’93 BB 55cm) Light violet
stained and netted violet. Violet beards tipped
white. Strong growing border bearded.
RADIANT PINK (Grosvenor ’09 BB M 61cm)
Soft pink standards are lightly laced. Falls are
white with a pale pink edge. Grows well.

PERFECT PET

PERSNICKETY
ROZ (Innerst ’96 I.B M 48cm) Golden yellow
with a red spot in the falls. Orange beards.
RUBY SLIPPERS (Keppel ’02 IB M 55cm)
Bright claret red, slightly darker falls.
RUMBLE (Blyth ’04 E-M-L 60cm) Deep violet
with a large blue-black area in the falls,rich colour.
SOFT WORD (Keppel '07 IB M-L 69cm) Stds
are pinard yellow, faint peach undertone. Falls
are pinard yellow with lighter centre, hafts shaded
golden glow, very small whitish area deep in heart.
SPICED PEACHES (Black '03 M 64cm) Peach
pink standards, butter gold band and veins at upper
edge; buff pink falls lightly sanded medium grape,
heavier on haft. Orange beards, spicy fragrance.
STEGASAURUS (Sutton ’11 BB M 61cm)
Standards cream ground, purple violet dotting
and edge. Falls white, thin red purple edge, white
beards. Slight musky fragrance, ruffled.
TOUCH OF BLARNEY (Blyth ’03 IB M 60cm)
Light blue with a green overlay. Pretty.

ROZ

PRECIOUS PUPPY

QUEEN BEE

RADIANT PINK
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RUBY SLIPPERS

RUMBLE

SOFT WORDS

TOUCH OF BLARNEY

SPICED PEACHES

STEGASORUAS

SPURIA IRIS
$12 each or any 5 for $50
Notes on Culture
Spuria Iris are the tallest of all Iris,
growing to 1.5m with elegant flowers
and attractive foliage.
Spuria Iris require full sun and good
drainage. Spuria Iris prefer a dry summer so are well suited to many areas of
Australia. Leave undisturbed and allow
to form large clumps for a great display.
Once established, they provide beautiful
bloom over an extended period towards
the end of the bearded iris season. They
die down and go dormant over summer
and at this stage require little or no watering. The only problem with them is
the small possibility of fungal diseases
in autumn when the new shoots appear.
This is a problem in high humidity areas
and the application of a fungicide in late
summer is recommended. We cannot
guarantee to replace plants lost through
fungal diseases so please give these iris
the little extra care that they need in humid areas. Well rotted compost dug into
the soil before planting will be beneficial
to growth. Plant 5-10cms below ground
level and water well when establishing for best results. Fertilise lightly
with slow release, organic or inorganic
fertilisers. Foliage is beautiful through
winter and large clumps are a landscaping delight. They also make good cut
flowers, cut before blooms fully open.

BARLEY CORN

BLUE BUNTING

CANDLE LACE
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GOLD PRICE

GUEST ARTIST

MEDALLION

HEART OF HEART

LUCKY DEVIL

LAVENDER WAVES

CINNAMON ROLL

CLARA ELLEN

COPPER TRIDENT

DENA'S DELIGHT

CINNAMON STICK

COUNTESS ZEPPELIN
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MISSOURI IRON ORE

PEAK ALONE

POET'S LOVE

SPANISH LIME

SATINWOOD

SOCIAL CIRCLE

THEATRE GOER

TWILIGHT MODE

CLUMP SHOT OF POET'S LOVE
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CALIFORNIAN IRIS

Available in 12cm POTS - $10
EACH
Only available at 2018 NSW
Region Iris Society Show or at
EIDOLIA PARK on Millthorpe
Garden weekend.
Limited stock.

See the Introduction for dates for the show.
Notes on Culture
Californian iris, also referred to as Pacific coast iris,
are native iris of the west coast of the US They
are, in general, evergreen and form small, compact
plants that send up flowering spikes from early to
mid spring. Foliage varies in height from 20cm to
45cm. Bloom sits beautifully above the foliage.
While they are found in the foothills of higher
ranges, Californian Iris are not alpine plants. They
prefer high winter and early spring rain followed
by long dryish summers. They tolerate cold in the
winter and relish heat in the summer. While full sun
is satisfactory in all but the hottest climates, most of
these iris will grow best in a semi-shaded position.
Care must be taken when dividing and replanting
to have only young divisions and only when the
new white roots are forming in late autumn, early
winter. (mid May to early June). When planting it
is very important not to let the root system dry out,
and once planted the ground should be kept damp
until the plants are actively growing.
Feeding Californian iris consists of a 9 month
slow-release fertilizer in mid to late May and then
a light feed with a general rose food in early spring.
Californian iris can be used extensively in different garden situations. They can be used to give
spectacular displays over a long period either as
mass plantings in large garden beds or as long rows
along paths or driveways. They are also great as
feature or spot plantings among other perennials
or annuals, they shine like beacons. Another great
use is under planting for standardised plants in
circular or square beds.
Because these iris grow so well in pots, they can
be grown to large potted specimens or used as
companion plants in pots of various sizes with
other perennials or annuals.
Plants come in a wide range of warm and cool
colours - yellow, orange, gold, russet, red, white,
shades of blue, violet and purple through to black.
There are also pink, apricot, mauve, peach , orchid and heliotrope. With their veining and signal
patches many of the Californian Iris are bicolours
and bitones Blending and contrasting styles also
add to the beauty.
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BANK ON IT

CARAMEL TWIST

COMING HOME

CONNECTIONS

COVER STORY

FEARLESS

DAISY CHAIN

DEBUTANTE

DAYS GONE BY
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FINE PRINT

HELLO YELLOW

HOT TO TROT

LIFE STYLE

JUMP SHOT

LET IT RAIN

MAGIC TOUCH

ON POINTE

SMALL WORLD

OUT OF THE BOX

SLAM DUNK

SHADOW PEOPLE
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STREET CRED

STYLE COUNSEL

THE GOOD LIFE

WELL BRED

WALKING WILD

WAR STORIES

CALIFORNIAN IRIS
BARE ROOTED PLANTS
PLEASE ORDER SEPARATELY FROM BEARDED AND SPURIA IRIS

Plants will be posted May - June 2019 via express post.
$12 EACH, 10 FOR $110, 20 FOR $200,
FULL COLLECTION OF 48 FOR $400
PLUS POSTAGE $15 PER 20 PLANTS
As noted on page 84 we will also be selling 12cm POTTED named Californian Iris (different varieties
again) at the NSW Iris Society Show. (see Introduction for details). Also see page 84 for cultural notes
for Californian Iris.

BANJO

ADDED INCENTIVE

AQUA BABY

APOLLO
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CALAMITY

CHECK MATE

DESPERADO

DOMINATOR

DIGBY

DIXIE CHICKS

DRIFTER

EXTRA MILE

FOREVER GOLD

EYE FOR DETAIL

FINAL PEICE

FARGO
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FREE SPIRIT

HERCULES

HOLY SMOKE

ITTY BITTY

HOMBRE

HOWDY

JAZZIBELLE

JERICO

MONTANA

KEISHA

MERCY

MAGGIE MAY
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MOONSHINE

MYSTERY

OPAL PALACE

PRESLEY

OZZY

PANDORA

RASCAL

REBEL

SOLOMON

REMBRANT

SIDE KICK

RUBIX
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SUNDANCE

THANKFUL

TIME STOOD STILL

WILLARD

TORNADO

VISIONARY

ZAZU

ZODICA

CALIFORNIAN IRIS AT EIDOLIA PARK
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COLLECTIONS
For 2018/19 we offer the following collections at a considerable discount on catalogue
prices (these collections do not attract other benefits such as gift plants).
TB 1 A collection (our selection) of 8 Tall Bearded iris, separately named and labelled
in a wide colour range, for $40 plus postage (Catalogue value at least $72).
TB 2 A collection (our selection) of 8 Tall Bearded iris, separately named and labelled
in a wide colour range, for $65 plus postage (Catalogue value at least $110).
TB 3 A collection of 3 or more New Release TB iris (of your choice), separately named
and labelled, for catalogue price less 20% plus postage.
LA 1 A collection of 3 Louisiana Iris, separately named and labelled in a wide colour
range, for $36 plus postage (Catalogue value at $80).
LA 2 A collection of 8 Louisiana Iris, separately named and labelled in a wide colour
range, for $70 plus postage (Catalogue value at $80).
Please note:
(1) With collections (except TB 3), we select the particular varieties. If you wish to get
specific named varieties or colours you should order from the catalogue and pay the
catalogue price.
(2) Collections may include varieties from recent past catalogues as well as the
current catalogue.
Abbreviations used in the catalogue: E Early season M Mid season L Late season
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SPIKE OF AWARD WINNING TALL BEARDED IRIS OUR SCARED STIFF

SPIKE OF AWARD WINNING TALL BEARDED IRIS OUR MAN BUCK
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